Revival Offers Opportunity To Focus On Spiritual Life

BY Lacji ROGR

The Student Government received approval from the student legislature for the $100,000 budget in the SG meeting Tuesday night. The adoption of the budget is the result of the work of the Student Budget Advisory Committee.

The SG is responsible for the allocation of a portion of tuition money to Wake Forest University. The committee makes its work under the leadership of SG Treasurer Steve Hayashi, associate minister of Wake Forest Baptist Church and the University Chaplain's office, will be led by Stephen Schneider and begins Monday with a 7 p.m. worship service in Wait Chapel.

During the meeting, students and a professor have been placing the focus of the revival. Student members of the committee are Wake Forest University Worship Service, Wake Forest Baptist Church, and the Wake Forest University Student Government. The staff also has two or three members.

The Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig performed in Wait Chapel last night. The program included selections from Mendelssohn, Schumann and Brahms. See Review, Page 10.

Students Seek Explanation For Fall Tuition Increase

BY CHRISTA SAYL

A group of students met with the president of the Student Government. The group was led by President Thomas C. Hearn Jr. for the meeting.

The group was led by President Thomas C. Hearn Jr. President H. H. Hart Jr. and the Student Government was to discuss the increase in tuition for the current academic year.

The president, H. H. Hart Jr. was able to answer the questions and concerns of the students. He stated that the increase was necessary for the operation of the university. He also mentioned that the increase was in line with the inflation rate.

The students were able to gain a better understanding of the reasons for the tuition increase. They were able to express their concerns and have their questions answered.

The meeting was held in the Student Union's Student Government meeting room. The students were able to meet with the president and discuss the increase in tuition.
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TEN YEARS AGO
Campus Drug Use Overlooked
By MARK LEUCHTENBERGER

Drug use at Wake Forest apparently is handled by university and local authorities with a policy of student indifference. A brief investigation by the Old Gold and Black this week showed that the use of drugs on campus, especially marijuana, is common. No student reported encountering any reference of drug regulations in any of the university's publications, and no one had been arrested for drug offenses.

Marijuana is by far the most widely used drug. Based on interviews of students, it is estimated that 12% or 20 per cent of male students have used marijuana once or twice a week.

The percentage of women users was more difficult to estimate, but there were 60 or more respondents according to one woman. Use is restricted to homes and was noted in the social programs of students.

TWENTY YEARS AGO
Faculty Approves Resolution to
Direct Immediate Desegregation

In a historic meeting last Monday, the Wake Forest faculty passed a resolution that may lead to the immediate desegregation of the College.

The vote was prompted by the report of a faculty committee that had been investigating the possibilities of integration, and by the fact of several students having African prep school graduates.

The final decision on College policy must come from the board of trustees, which does not meet again until April 10.

And the final decision on the application of the African student is left to the board. Whether they will proceed no action until the policy is clarified.

Shively Speaks On Advertising Success

By EMILY MESSER

Last week, Wake Forest students were given the opportunity to gain insight into one of the most profitable fields in the world of advertising.

A high-powered veteran of advertising, McCann-Erickson and brother of Buckhead School of Business, delivered a lecture to 80 students and professors on the topic of communications management.

McCann focused on three aspects of advertising which truly lead to the successful execution of plan goods produced.
Juniors May Declare Minors
The Office of the Registrar announces that juniors wishing to declare a minor may do so in 110 Reynolds on March 3.

Association Sponsors Banquet
The Black Law Student Association of the Wake Forest University School of Law is sponsoring their second annual Scholarship Banquet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Reynolda Room at 800 West Fifth Street. Aecenia Commander will preside over the program.

The association will honor Mary E. Green, former Dean of North Carolina Central University School of Law and professor of law at the University of North Carolina Law School, Burchell Keener, and co-author in Winchester and editor of the Wake Forest Law Review and the Reynolds' House Journal. Students are welcome.

Tickets are available through the Wake Forest University School of Law. For more information, please contact the law school at 704-580.

Committees Hold Open Meetings
The four planned study committees will hold a second set of open meetings beginning next week. All meetings will be held in the Boyd Room. Copies of the final report of each of the committees are now available in the Office of the Provost.

The Capital Planning Committee will meet at 4 p.m., Feb. 24, and at 4 p.m., Feb. 25. The Women and Purpose Committee will meet at 4 p.m., Feb. 25.

Pegram Speaks on AIDS
Dr. Samuel Pegram, the director of medicine of the Bowman Gray School of Medicine will address the topic AIDS "Special Infection in 1986" at 3:00 p.m., Feb. 25. The Women and Purpose Committee will meet at 4 p.m., Feb. 25.

Sawtooth Center Offers Classes
The second meeting of winter's choice is in full swing and craft mediums will begin at the Sawtooth Center for Visual Design.

Putnam Lectures On Virgil's "Aeneid"

Michael C.J. Parsons, Professor of Comparative Literature and Medieval Professor of Classics at Brown University, will speak on "Art and Narrative in Virgil's "Aeneid."

The Department of Classical Languages will sponsor the lecture as part of the Wake Forest Institute of Literature for 1985-86. A writer of Massachusetts, Parsons was trained at Harvard University and has taught at Emory University since 1961. He is the author of a Vita of Rome College (1960) and The Roman Society (1960). Parson's paper features a number of ideas on Latin poetry. "The Poetry of the Aeneid." (1969) and Virgil's "Pastoral Poems." (1979) at 3:00 p.m. Feb. 27. The Women and Purpose Committee will meet at 4:00 p.m., Feb. 27.

Conference provides Information About Careers
By ELIZABETH ROYER and EUGENIA MEIMARIDES

Whitman Poe Meville James Crane Faulkner Hawthorne Twain

College Bookstores "On the Campus"
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INSURANCE CAREERS

If you are interested in knowing more about Career Opportunity in the property/casualty insurance industry (not sales), you are invited to attend our campus presentation.

• FORUM — Video/Discussion
• DATE — Wednesday, February 25, 1986
• TIME — 7:00 P.M.
• PLACE — Reading Room #11 — Reynolds Hall

Look forward to seeing you there!

A Crumm & Forster Organization

EEO M/F

Student Work Week

ENTERTAINMENT HIGHLIGHTS THIS WEEK:

FEB. 21, FRI.

The Outsiders 7, 9, 11 P.M
DeTamble $1.50

FEB. 22, SAT.

The Outsiders 7, 9, 11 P.M
DeTamble $1.50

DeTamble $1.50

Phedre 8 P.M
DeTamble FREE

Grease 8 P.M
DeTamble FREE

FEB. 24, MON.

FEB. 25, TUES.

FEB. 26 WED.

Things to Come 8 P.M
Trubble A-3 FREE

Amadeus 8 P.M
DeTamble $1.50

Interested In Student Union?

Please join us this year to share the best times ever. We'd love to meet you. Go for it!

Room 123 • Reynolds • 761-5228

Students and faculty will have the opportunity to contribute their ideas for the future physical construction of the Wake Forest Reproduction site when the Master Planning Subcommittee holds open hearings March 20 and March 23 in DeTamble Auditorium. The first public hearing is a subcommittee of the Capital Planning Committee and the second scheduled closed hearings Wednesday, March 26, in Rooms 103 and 104. Meetings are scheduled for one hour, after which students, faculty and alumni were invited to speak. "The students' opinion is vital," sophomore Claire Ball said. She and her peers are the student representatives on the subcommittee. "We are not just being political, we really want to hear the students' viewpoints."

They are the major users of the campus.

The open hearings will give community members the chance to voice views on the issues that the committee will be considering at the University Master Plan, to be completed by Rapson's Brown bridge. American Institute of Architects, the physical approaches of the Reproduction site, the location of university buildings, traffic and parking problems, environmental studies and several broad, long term, Wake Forest's relationship with the community (public roads, transportation, etc.) and the use of faculty apartments.

Type and location of future buildings being discussed includes the commercial university center, academic buildings and graduate school facilities. Ball stressed that the committees are not yet decided on any definite proposals.
10 Percent Solution

The controversy over the tuition hike involves much more than money; it is crucial to the student-organization communication. Wake Forest's purposes and the planning steps involve formulation of a cils. These councils have been and the student luncheons criticism, then why does this issue cry is just to be heard?

start: the administration must dorms like answered.

if

university's smallness and prove its selectivity. does not have the capacity to sities in the areas of graduate and professional programs. go to much to the other would be a more just situation, more mature that student do think they have examples of how well the prominent to locate people, make these points not as a party: but as a music show. If you are of terror. By penetrating into that area, by starting the administration must constitute a group of people when planning a cost in, the proposed and purposes must focus on improving the scope of Wake Forest - a small not網絡ing arts liberal programs. Growth must not be confine to the usual means of spending money on new things like South Hall. Wake Forest needs to tilt the size of the student body. If the number is already fixed, then

A Positive Step

Now that the latest survey has an devastation has been distributed and counted, there is not enough time for a next change in the policy in the all but guaranteed. The next few weeks or months are blocks of time to submit to the administration, to the student body. In these pages student opinion is most important, since the matter is in student hands. We must let your representatives in the legislature know how you feel.

This change in visitation hours is significant because it could lead to further expansion on the main campus.

Old and Black

The writer is a junior.

Letters to the Editor

The Unjustified Accusations Against Societies

I am writing in response to the article "Old and Black" that appeared in the March 2 issue of the DFA. In response to the writer's criticism of the selective policies and lack of opportunities that have led to this race's perception as "old and black," I would like to address some of the points raised in the article.

First of all, it is important to recognize the historical context of the selective policies and lack of opportunities that have led to this race's perception as "old and black." In the past, there has been a lack of diversity in leadership positions and a lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations.

Secondly, it is important to understand the systemic barriers that have contributed to this perception. The lack of diversity in leadership positions and the lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations have resulted in a perception of "old and black." This perception is not just a reflection of the current state of affairs, but also a reflection of the historical context.

Further, it is important to recognize the systemic barriers that have contributed to this perception. The lack of diversity in leadership positions and the lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations have resulted in a perception of "old and black." This perception is not just a reflection of the current state of affairs, but also a reflection of the historical context.

I hope to address these concerns in a constructive manner and work towards creating a more inclusive and diverse campus environment for all students.

Sincerely,

The writer is a sophomore.

A Pessimistic Position on Education

I am writing in response to the article "Old and Black." In response to the writer's criticism of the selective policies and lack of opportunities that have led to this race's perception as "old and black," I would like to address some of the points raised in the article.

First of all, it is important to recognize the historical context of the selective policies and lack of opportunities that have led to this race's perception as "old and black." In the past, there has been a lack of diversity in leadership positions and a lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations.

Secondly, it is important to understand the systemic barriers that have contributed to this perception. The lack of diversity in leadership positions and the lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations have resulted in a perception of "old and black." This perception is not just a reflection of the current state of affairs, but also a reflection of the historical context.

Further, it is important to recognize the systemic barriers that have contributed to this perception. The lack of diversity in leadership positions and the lack of opportunities for students of color to participate in extracurricular activities and organizations have resulted in a perception of "old and black." This perception is not just a reflection of the current state of affairs, but also a reflection of the historical context.

I hope to address these concerns in a constructive manner and work towards creating a more inclusive and diverse campus environment for all students.

Sincerely,

The writer is a freshman.
The Parking Lot Terrorism

A startling discovery has been made concerning the problem of parking on the south end of the Wake Forest University campus. As remarkable as it seems, the on-campus Student Union Parking Garage is located not on the Wake Forest campus, but rather in the Winston-Salem city limits. When questioned about the source of this information, Mr. Schneider, Director of Student Services, responded that he had received several reports from faculty members who had been unable to find parking on the south end of the campus.

Mr. Schneider notes that the problem is largely due to the high demand for parking spaces. He notes that the Student Union Garage is located in an area where there is a high concentration of students, making it difficult to find a parking space. To address this issue, Mr. Schneider is considering implementing a new parking system that will allow students to reserve parking spaces in advance.

We will discontinue Clift notes when students stop buying them.

Mr. Madison assures us that the decision in the number of poetry titles they carry to 10 in 10 month and years has not been reached. After all, to our knowledge, this is the first time in the Wake Forest Publishing program that our poetry titles have been discontinued.

Mr. Schuh, Director of the Student Publishing program, states that the decision to discontinue Clift notes was made due to the low demand for the titles. He notes that the titles were not selling well, despite the efforts of the student editors to market them.

"We will discontinue Clift notes when students stop buying them," Mr. Schuh assured us. "Our goal is to ensure that our students have access to the best possible educational materials, and we believe that discontinuing these titles is necessary to achieve this goal."

Mr. Madison notes that the decision was made after careful consideration of the potential impact on the Sage Cinema's bottom line. He notes that the Sage Cinema is a popular venue for students to attend movies and events, and that discontinuing Clift notes would have a negative impact on the cinema's revenue.

"We have always been committed to providing our students with the best possible educational resources, and we believe that discontinuing Clift notes is necessary to achieve this goal," Mr. Madison assured us. "We will continue to work with our students to provide them with the resources they need to succeed, and we will always be mindful of the impact that our decisions have on our students."
Gewandhaus Gives Performance
Concert by German Orchestra Ranks Among Year’s Best

By ED BONANSKE
A few hours ago, the Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig gave an impressive performance of nineteenth-century music.

The concert was part of the Gewandhaus Orchestra’s tour of the United States, which includes performances in Washington, D.C., Boston, and New York’s Avery Fisher Hall. For the second part of a two-part review of this concert, the orchestra performed a program of nineteenth-century music.

The music included on the program provided a collection of powerful and thoughtful works that allowed the musicians to display their skills in both orchestral and chamber music.

Gewandhaus Orchestra

The Gewandhaus Orchestra is known for its rich history, having been founded in the early nineteenth century. The orchestra is renowned for its highly skilled musicians and its commitment to performing a wide range of music genres.

The orchestra performed under the direction of Robert Spano, who is highly recognized for his ability to make the music come alive. The Gewandhaus Orchestra made this visit to the United States for the first time in over a decade.

The music included in the concert was a celebration of nineteenth-century German works.

Under the direction of Robert Spano, the Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig gave an impressive performance of nineteenth-century music.

The Gewandhaus Orchestra’s performance was well-received by both music critics and audience members.

The orchestra’s musicians displayed a high level of skill and technique, bringing the music to life in a way that captured the imagination of the audience.

The concert was a memorable experience, providing a unique opportunity to hear the Gewandhaus Orchestra perform in the United States.

University Gallery

University Gallery, Homestudy materials constantly change. In Friday night, the tour guide pointed out the hair of the artist. She, Martine, had to master a Jewish New York woman who has been best friends for a year. The music included on the concert was a selection of unusual summer pastimes, the artist revealed her penchant for using the mirror curtain wall of a neighboring building.

The images captured by Martine were that abounds in this exquisitely finished piece: the adagio and measure your sex appeal on this love meter. An intimate, quiet piece, ‘Cold Tub’ is built around the hair of a large in Bonn, her sister, referred to as "Stella".

The tenth annual Wake Forest University Art Festival will take place in the College Art Center on Saturday at 5 pm. This is a year-end event at Wake Forest, which is the culmination of the year and includes performances by student and faculty musicians and artists.

The festival features a variety of music genres, including chamber music, popular music, and jazz. There will be opportunities for attendees to purchase tickets online or at the door.

Study abroad at the

Ithaca College

Director of Study Abroad: Ithaca College offers a wide range of study abroad programs, including programs in Europe, Asia, and Latin America. The college has partnerships with universities in these regions, providing students with opportunities to earn college credit.

Ithaca College's study abroad programs are flexible and can be tailored to fit the needs of individual students. Students can choose from a variety of programs, including semester-long, year-long, and summer programs.

Admissions Requirements

Ithaca College accepts applications from students of all ages and backgrounds. The college is committed to providing a diverse and inclusive community, and welcomes students from all walks of life.

Financial Aid

Ithaca College offers a variety of financial aid options, including scholarships, grants, and loans. Students are encouraged to apply for financial aid at the time of application.

Ithaca College is accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education.
HECTOR BORDERO
part-time Spanish teacher

Dorm Food Survival Kit

Monday Night Special
$2.25 Lasagna $3.25

TUESDAY NIGHT
$2.25 "All You Can Eat" Spaghetti

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
5 TO 9 P.M. "ALL YOU CAN EAT"
8 B.B.Q. Beef Ribs

WCU CAMPUS CALL: 4865 Bronwood Rd Phone: 722-9911
BOWMAN GRAY CARR: 3129 Simpson St Phone: 722-9911

FATS' TUESDAY
565 30th St. College St. Area P.O. 724-3341
Lunch specials
Valid On Specials, All A.B.C. Permits

Get the Dorm Food Survival Kit at the kitty corner store or at WCU campus selling counter.

One Call Delivers All Outside Limits delivery area.

Our dorm carry less than 1000 lbs.

722-9911

DOMINO'S PIZZA

THURSDAY 9 P.M.

1.00 off
dinner entrees

Valid Only On Tuesday

(Our world's Largest Special, Take-Out Orders)

With this coupon only.

FATS' TUESDAY COUPON

"Join Us Before And After The Game"

Maisel's

Old Gold Grill, Friday, February 21, 1986

By CAROLYN COOPER

Staff Writer
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The legendary water bird, the loon, is the focal point of her two pencil drawings. "Pike Lake - Longbranch No. 1" is a fascinating shadow study. There are seen the three-quarter length shadows of a couple walking along the shore. They suddenly stop and listen to music in their path. The viewer sees per- sipr- ames as the one or two reflections become three hands witnessing the scene.

Is anybody desperate enough to own a home conveniently located off Reynolds Road on Columbine Drive. Walking to library, post office, banks, restaurants, drug store, theatre, shopping and much more. Compare our features. From $49,900.
Deacon Club Supports Atlantic Coast Conference

By JADIN D. WRIGHT
Staff Writer

It is common knowledge that college athletics generate money for universities. This money can be used for many purposes, but it also contributes to the cost of attendance for students. The Deacon Club is one of these organizations.

During their national travels, the Deacon Club members promote Wake Forest athletics and support their team. The club is open to all students, faculty, and staff who want to be involved.

The annual fee for membership is $35, and it supports various activities such as the student-athlete mentorship program, facilities upgrades, and travel costs for the team. Membership benefits include discounts on events, the opportunity to meet players, and a chance to attend exclusive events.

The Deacon Club is an essential part of the Wake Forest community, and it is a great way for students to get involved and support their favorite team. If you are interested in joining, you can visit the website or contact the club for more information.
Winston-Salem, NC 27107

Nestled among the city's bustling avenues, Venuto Joins Staff

Winston, Salem's premier Italian eatery, has opened its doors to a new team of dedicated servers. Tending to the needs of patrons, the staff is committed to providing exceptional service and exquisite cuisine. Enjoy the ambiance and flavors of Venuto Joins Staff, where tradition meets modernity in every bite.

Football Notes

Winston-Salem State University announced Monday that former Deacon St. John's head football coach Mike Golden, who has the nation's best record for a 2nd-year head coach, has been named the new head coach of the Deacons. Golden, who compiled a 15-3 record in his two seasons as head coach at St. John's, will bring a wealth of experience and a strong offensive philosophy to the Deacons. He has spent the last four seasons as an offensive coordinator at the University of Virginia and has also served as an assistant coach at Temple and Temple University.

Intramurals

WAKE FOREST HEAD football coach Al Groh announced the signing of 14 new players for the upcoming season. The group includes 12 offensive and two defensive players, and will bolster the Deacons' roster as they prepare for the 1982 campaign. Groh said the signing period is critical for building a strong team for the future.

Billy Andrade displays the form that has made him an all-American. Andrade slated two-round score of 138 last week at Wake Hill.

Golfer's Take Third At Hilton Head Match

By COLLIN KOONZ

The nationally second-ranked Wake Forest men's team opened the 1982 spring season with a second-place finish in the Hilton Head Intercolleget Tournament Saturday-Sunday at Hilton Head, S.C.

The Deacons scored 156 in the first round and 150 in the final for a two-round score of 306. Texas, which recorded a total of 290, won the title by two strokes over Wake Forest for second place by virtue of the score of the lowest-lossing teams of David Dean, Ben Hackett and Rick Allen.

Wake Forest entered the tournament with a 54-hole score of 369 to place seventh. The event was the first ever for the Deacons, who finished fourth, North Carolina State, fifth, Maryland, sixth, and Georgia, who tied for eight.

"I was disappointed in not winning," said veteran golfer Jesse Dotson, "but I respect the teams that did win.

In the intramural sports, the Wake Forest men's basketball team is in complete control as they romp through the schedule. After an early season loss, they have dominated their opponents, with a record of 9-1. They have a reliable defense and an efficient offense, making it difficult for any team to defeat them. The Wake Forest women's tennis team has also been successful, with a record of 7-2. They have been playing with confidence and precision, putting up strong performances against their opponents.

Deacon News

A tough weekend for Wake Forest's women's tennis team as they dropped three straight matches. But we're looking forward to their next competition against Penn State in New Jersey this weekend. The Deacons also played well in the NCAA Championships at the Rose Bowl. Everything is in favor this spring and we're proud of them."

SUNSET TAN

Tanning Deacons For 6 Years

Get A Start On Spring, Come To

TAN WORKS

111 W. 1st St., Winston-Salem, NC 27101

THE ULTIMATE SUNSET

Tanning Deacons For 6 Years

Get A Start On Spring, Come To

111 W. 1st St., Winston-Salem, NC 27101

ATTENTION STUDENTS

SEASONAL LEASES AVAILABLE

APPLE CREEK APPTS.

onn's new target for Wake Forest. With the opening of Old Town Apts, students have a new option for affordable, quality living. These apartments offer units ranging from studio to four-bedroom, providing a comfortable living space for all students.

OLD TOWN APTS.

Quality living at affordable prices. Wake Forest is proud to offer 2-bedroom and 2-bathroom units at competitive rates. These units are available for both single and couples living arrangements. For further information, please contact the office at 789-2345.
Runners Give Golden Effort

By Jim Scibetta
Staff Writer

Individual and team performances have impressed the 1985 Wake Forest men's track team.

Coach John Goodridge and his record-setting team traveled to East Rutherford, New Jersey on Feb. 22 to perform in the Eastern Olym-
pic Invitational Track Meet. Run-
ing in front of 25,000 spectators in the Meadowlands Arena, the free-
men, containing of freshmen Doug-
nae Schick, sophomore Dan Golli
and Track Lacorte, and junior Brian Pender, finished seventh with a time of 1:32.8.

Deacon Netters Drop Three at Kentucky

It was a tough weekend for the Wake Forest women's tennis team, as they dropped three of four matches this past weekend.

Laurie Jackson and Angelique
of Kentucky and saw their record fall to 1-3. to claimed his fourth place finish in the National Junior Championships and a seventeenth place finish in the ACC Championships.

The team is off until March 1, when they will attend the Cumberland Cup Tournament.

UP, UP AND AWAY: Tyrone Bogues goes airborne as he drives the lane against Georgia Tech. Bogues has left A.C. against Georgia Tech. Bogues has left A.C. against Georgia Tech.

Deacons

from page 9

"We didn't come out with fire in our eyes," said Sanchez. "We've been getting better each day, but we left too many points on the table. Also, we weren't consistent." Opportunities came and went on our court," he said.

The first five minutes of the game were tightly contested, with the Wake Forest lead at 35-33, after which the Blue Devils were outscored 19-8 lead with 13:12 left in the half.

The Tigers pushed their lead to 42-30, then an all out straight points to run the score to 4:17 lead with 10:00 remaining.

Wake Forest scored the final 20 points of the game to put the game at intermission 47-20.

Saturday, Chris Ponder, senior, scored 11 unanswered points, six (36 percent), and shot 25 for 61 for the 15:58 mark. Wake Forest provided by Deacon turnovers, to the game (41 percent). The Blue Devils held leads one minute with 12:00 left.

"We defended solidly, said Sanchez. "Opponents can't out shoot us in our territory.""1.

Arizona's Mark Sanders played in 14 points and pulled down 17 of 18 rebounds in the second half to lead thunderous Duke. Mark Sanders was finished in five first half points as the Blue Devils held a slim 15-10 lead at the 10 minute mark. In the final 20 minutes, however, Wake Forest scored on numerous jump shots and inside the paint, and pulled the game to a seven-point lead by the 6:00 mark expansion of a 30:20 lead to 4:33:00 length.

The Deacons went again favored by poor shooting, especially in the first half. The Blue Devils led 13 at the 10:30 mark, which was the biggest lead of the first half.

Last Saturday, promising freshman Bill Babcock participated in the lone representative from Wake Forest in the United States and Country Single in Wake Town, Com-

A certified Flight School will be on hand to help you all about learning to fly, as well as answer any questions you might have. Someone will win a Free Introductory Flight, too.

To come on, take a flying leap - and we'll see you there.

Tuesday, February 25th, at 7:00 P.M., In The Outing Club Meeting Room - Call 744-6310, Or See The Outing Club Announcement.
Thriller

"FX" Is Thoroughly Exciting

By STEVE LAMASTRA
Staff Writer

It is rare to find a suspense thriller which is so entertaining and as full of uncertainty as Robert Mulligan's "FX," which is effective enough in the service of special effects. This is a film which is thoroughly cut from start to finish and which may enable new life into a genre which is becoming increasingly fatigued in films which are too contained or on short pins.

Ryan Brown ("Three Days") fans can rest at ease. selfie director William Friedkin, who is one of the most successful directors of the past decade with "At the Sign of the Buck", "The French Connection" and "The Last Picture Show" has given us another compelling film with "FX." The film is about a group of criminals who are being chased by a mysterious man who is always one step ahead of the police.

By the end of the film, the criminals are forced to confront their pasts and come to terms with their own guilt and regret. The film is a masterclass in suspense and tension, and Friedkin's direction is both precise and masterful. The acting is top-notch, with Brown giving a performance that is both powerful and nuanced.

"FX" is a film that will keep you on the edge of your seat throughout its entire duration. It is a film that will have you guessing until the very end, and it is a film that is sure to leave you with a sense of unease and suspense that will stay with you long after the credits have rolled.

The film is not without its flaws. The special effects are often too obvious, and the film's pace can be uneven at times. But these are minor quibbles compared to the film's overall impact. "FX" is a film that will resonate with audiences for years to come.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

NOTICE

If you were not selected in a stratified random sample of on-campus students to participate in the intervisitation survey, you now have an opportunity to express your opinion.

Results of the surveys which were distributed in the residence halls and those which will be in the SG office will be tabulated separately.

If you have any questions, contact the student government office at 761-5293 or campus life committee chairperson Claire Ball at 761-5691.

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY

INTERVISITATION SURVEY

1. Class: ( ) a. Freshman ( ) b. Sophomore ( ) c. Junior ( ) d. Senior
2. Sex: ( ) a. Male ( ) b. Female
3. Is general, do you support the current visitation policy? ( ) a. Yes ( ) b. No ( ) c. Undecided
4. Please evaluate the present visitation policy with regard to privacy. Is the amount of privacy you receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain
5. If you do not participate in the intervisitation survey, the surveys which were distributed in residence halls will be tabulated separately.

6. Rate the adequacy of the present visitation policy and make suggestions for improvement (Please check):
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

7. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

8. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

9. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

10. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

11. Please mark the following alternatives for the visitation policy from least desirable (1) to most desirable (5):
   ( ) a. Night day and nighttime hours
   ( ) b. Power day and evening hours
   ( ) c. Continuation of the present policy
   ( ) d. More daytime visitation hours
   ( ) e. More nighttime visitation hours
   ( ) f. Extended day and nighttime hours
   ( ) g. Extended day and nighttime hours

12. Rank these alternatives for visitation hours as ( ) a. Most desirable ( ) b. Least desirable ( ) c. Most desirable
    ( ) Least desirable ( ) d. Most desirable

13. If given a choice, would you prefer:
   ( ) a. A uniform campus visitation policy (under which every dorm would have the same hours).
   ( ) b. Random sample of dorms with different policies to address the needs and conditions in each dorm.
   ( ) c. A stratified random sample of dorms with different policies to address the needs and conditions in each dorm.
   ( ) d. Continuation of the present policy

14. Please rank the three alternatives for visitation policy as ( ) a. Most desirable ( ) b. Least desirable ( ) c. Least desirable

15. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

16. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

17. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

18. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

19. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

20. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

21. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

22. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

23. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

24. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

25. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

26. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

27. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

28. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

29. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

30. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

31. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

32. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

33. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

34. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

35. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

36. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

37. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

38. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

39. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

40. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

41. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

42. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

43. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

44. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

45. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

46. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

47. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

48. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

49. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

50. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

51. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

52. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

53. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

54. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

55. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

56. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

57. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

58. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

59. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

60. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

61. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

62. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

63. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

64. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

65. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

66. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

67. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

68. What is your opinion of the present intervisitation system in terms of the number of opportunities it provides to students and those which will be in the residence halls? ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate

69. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to:
   ( ) a. Increase dating relationships ( ) b. Increase opportunities for social life

70. If you receive "Yes" in either of the above, please explain what aspects hinder such development.

71. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain

72. Do you think the current visitation policy helps students to develop:
   ( ) a. Above average ( ) b. Average ( ) c. Below average

73. If you do not receive:
   ( ) a. Adequate ( ) b. Inadequate ( ) c. Uncertain